Half-life of ubiquinone and plastoquinone in spinach cells
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Abstract

The half-life of plastoquinone (PQ), ubiquinone-9 (UQ-9) and ubiquinone-10 (UQ-10) in spinach tissue was determined. This was achieved by monitoring the decay of radioactivity incorporated into these lipids from a labeled precursor. The half-life of PQ was 15 h while for UQ-9 and UQ-10 it was longer, i.e. 30 h. The values of half-lives of PQ and UQ suggest a high rate of turnover of these lipids in spinach cells. © 2000 Elsevier Science Ireland Ltd. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

The process of isoprenoid biosynthesis in plants provides considerably more products, than in animal tissues [1] including a broad group of isoprenoid lipids. These lipids are functionally important for many aspects of cell metabolism and also influence membrane structure. In the biosynthesis of these compounds in higher plants two pathways were found to be involved: a cytosolic acetate-mevalonate pathway and an alternative Rohmer’s pathway proven to operate for some isoprenoids, e.g. carotenoids, phytol and plastoquinone (PQ) [2]. The multiple site of localization of isoprenoid biosynthesis is found both in plant (e.g. isopentenyl diphosphate and farnesyldiphosphate) [3] and animal cells (e.g. farnesyl diphosphate, ubiquinone (UQ) and dolichol [4].

PQ and UQ are isoprenoid lipids and their major portion in plant cells is found in chloroplasts and mitochondria, respectively. However, relatively high content of both lipids was also found in the Golgi fraction from spinach cells [5]. This implies that Golgi vesicles could be involved in PQ and UQ biosynthesis and/or transport from the endoplasmic reticulum, the putative site of biosynthesis, to the site of biological deposition. Recent results employing in vivo labeling confirm these observations [6]. However, numerous literature data considered mitochondria as the site of UQ biosynthesis [7] and the presence of a putative mitochondrial transit sequence in the cDNA encoding methyltransferase involved in biosynthesis of UQ in Arabidopsis thaliana [8] suggested that at least this step of UQ synthesis takes place in mitochondria. Similarly PQ biosynthesis was localized to the chloroplast inner envelope membrane [9]. Earlier studies on the intracellular flow of isoprenoid intermediates showed that isopentenyl diphosphate could be transported into chloroplast and mitochondria [10,11] further serving as a substrate for quinone biosynthesis. The in vivo contribution of this process in PQ and UQ biosynthesis remains to be established.

The level of UQ and PQ in plant cells may be altered under various physiological conditions and developmental states [12] and variation of UQ content in mammalian cells was observed in connection with different physiological and patho-
physiological states of the cell as a result of functional accommodation [13]. While the major established functions for both lipids are as electron and proton carriers, i.e. UQ as a redox intermediate of the mitochondrial respiratory chain and PQ as a redox component in photosynthesis, additional functions are also known. Recent studies have demonstrated that PQ is also involved in the chlororespiratory pathway [14]. It was also shown that the reduced forms of UQ (Dr A.M. Wagner, Vrije University, Amsterdam, personal communication) and PQ [15] play an important role as an antioxidant in the cells. The various cellular functions in which these compounds are participating may result in complex mechanisms of lipid biosynthesis, redistribution and mechanisms of their breakdown. In vivo studies performed by the authors [6] have shown that the rate of biosynthesis and the translocation processes for PQ and UQ are different, but the rate of turnover of these lipids in the plant cells has not been studied so far.

The aim of the present study was to investigate the half-life of UQ and PQ in order to analyze possible differences in turnover between UQ and PQ.

This was achieved by monitoring the decay of radioactivity incorporated into these lipids from a labeled precursor, [3H]mevalonate.

2. Materials and methods

Spinach seedlings (Spinacia oleracea cv Medanía) were grown for 11–14 days in darkness in a growth chamber at 22–25°C in vermiculite.

(R,S) [5-3H]mevalonate (specific activity 3.52 Ci:mmol) was prepared according to Keller [16]. The radiochemical purity of synthesized [5-3H]mevalonate was 95% (TLC). All other chemicals were purchased from Sigma (St. Louis, MO). PQ standard was prepared from spinach leaves (Collection of Polyprenols, IBB, Warsaw). HPLC solvents were obtained from Baker.

The seedlings (0.5 g fresh weight) without roots were placed in small containers with 0.4 ml of growth medium (5 mM KNO₃, 1.5 mM Ca(NO₃)₂, 1 mM MgSO₄, 1 mM KH₂PO₄, 1 mM NH₄Cl, 156 μM EDTA, 72 μM FeSO₄, 46 μM H₂BO₃, 6.2 μM MnSO₄, 0.8 μM ZnSO₄, 0.3 μM CuSO₄, 0.7 μM MoO₃, 0.2 μM NH₄VO₃) [17] supplemented with 0.5 mCi [3H]mevalonate. Labeling was performed for 24 h at room temperature under continuous laboratory illumination. Afterwards, greening plants were rinsed and placed in a medium devoid of [3H]mevalonate. The incubation was continued for 61 h under the same temperature and light conditions. Greening of etiolated seedlings initiated with illumination, resulted in totally green plants at the end of experiment. Seedlings were homogenized using a mortar and pestle in 0.25 M sucrose. The homogenates were supplemented with 5 μg ubiquinone-6 (Sigma) as an internal standard. Lipids were extracted according to Bligh and Dyer [18]. Lower phase was evaporated, dissolved in hexane and loaded onto a Silica gel column. Single-step elution of lipids with 20% solution of diethyl ether in hexane resulted in separation of fraction containing neutral lipids, after this procedure all the quinones were found in oxidized form. Lipids were protected against light during the whole analytical procedure.

Analysis of lipids was performed by reversed-phase HPLC using a Hewlett-Packard Hypersil ODS 3-μm column. A linear gradient was employed from the initial methanol:water (9:1) in pump system A to methanol:2-propanol (8:2) in pump system B at flow rate 1.5 ml/min and with a program time of 45 min. The absorbance at 210 nm and radioactivity of the eluate were monitored using a UV-detector and a radioactivity flow detector (Radiomatic Instruments, Flow-one Beta), respectively. Radioactive peaks eluted at 12–13 min — sterol fraction, 39 min—UQ-9, 41 min—PQ and 43 min—UQ-10 were identified by cochromatography with unlabeled standards. Chemical reduction of radioactive products supplemented with unlabeled quinones used as internal standards (performed with sodium borohydride), followed by HPLC, further confirmed the identity of PQ and UQs. Incorporation of radioactivity from [3H]mevalonate into isoprenoid lipids was 2.5% of the radioactivity present in the medium. Ratio of labeled [3H]UQ-10 versus [3H]sterol fraction was in average 1:10 (and 1:100 for [3H]PQ/[3H]sterol) in the experimental conditions.

3. Results and discussion

Incorporation of [3H]mevalonate into PQ and UQ occurs effectively in young etiolated spinach seedlings exposed to light during incubation with
the radioactive precursor. The extensive $[^3]$H mevalonate incorporation into UQ suggests the presence of an efficient biosynthetic process. In contrast, the rate of PQ labeling was 4 times lower. In tobacco cell culture devoid of functional chloroplasts PQ is biosynthesized via a non-mevalonate pathway [19] and it is likely that this pathway could also be operative in our in vivo system.

Parallel activity of both pathways may explain the lower rate of PQ labeling in comparison with the UQ. Higher content PQ than UQ could also be the reason of this phenomenon. The content of native quinones in the tissue was stable during the experiment and the concentration of PQ was approximately 20 µg/g of fresh weight, UQ-9 concentration was approximately 3.5 µg/g and UQ-10 was 12 µg/g fresh weight.

Half-life of both UQ-9 and UQ-10 as well as that of PQ were investigated. There is no data available on the breakdown of these quinones in plant cells, whereas the rate of biosynthesis and breakdown of UQ in animal cells has been investigated. The half-life of ubiquinone in rat tissues showed limited variations among various organs. In heart, muscle, colon and spleen the $t_{1/2}$ were between 50 and 60 h, whereas in stomach, liver and brain they were between 70 and 90 h. In the case of thymus and kidney $t_{1/2}$ were longer, i.e. 104 and 124 h, respectively [20,21]. The half-lives of phospholipids in rat tissue were around 100 h, of cholesterol 150 h and of dolichol 65–140 h [22,23]. It appears therefore that half-life of ubiquinone exhibited similar or lower values than that of other lipids.

Half-lives of PQ and UQ were monitored by following the decay of specific radioactivity. At initial time-point only traces of free $[^3]$H mevalonate could be detected in the cytosolic fraction (determined as the amount of radioactivity, data not shown). In this way, the absence of the labeled precursor in the substrate pool ensured that continued incorporation did not occur and the turnover studies were not influenced. Using a semilogarithmic plot the decay of specific radioactivity was found to be approximately linear for 60 h. Slightly faster rate of decay observed especially for UQ-9 and UQ-10 during the first few hours might perhaps reflect the differences in the degradation processes of these lipids found in various chemical surrounding (membrane bound, protein associated, etc.) at different subcellular compartments. More studies are required to support this conclusion.

Half-life of UQ-9 and UQ-10 in spinach seedlings, calculated from the data in Fig. 1A,B were 30 and 32 h, respectively. In the case of PQ the $t_{1/2}$ was considerably shorter — 15 h (Fig. 1C).

The data available concerning half-lives of lipids in plant cells are limited and display different

![Fig. 1. Decay of specific radioactivity in ubiquinone (UQ-9) (A), UQ-10 (B) and plastoquinone (PQ) (C). Lipids were isolated from spinach homogenate at various time-points after $[^3]$H mevalonate labeling, and their level of radioactivity determined. The values are given in cpm/µg of the lipid under consideration and are the means of four experiments.](image)
values. In the case of conversion of phosphatidate towards galactosyldiacylglycerol the half-life was found to vary between 2 and 40 min depending on the plant species [24]. Half-life of headgroups of phosphatidylinositol in Spirodea polyrhiza L. was approximately 2–5 h [25].

The relatively short half-life time of PQ and UQ indicates the existence of efficient breakdown processes, which possibly take place at the site of major biological activity of both lipids, i.e. in chloroplasts and mitochondria. The mechanism of breakdown and the enzymes participating in the catabolic process have not yet been investigated in detail in plants or animal tissues. The recently described geranyl-CoA-carboxylase could possibly play a role in acyclic isoprenoid catabolism in plants [26]. Besides their functions as mobile electron and proton carriers in biological membranes PQ and UQ are known to act, similarly to α-tocopherol, as efficient endogenous antioxidants. This dual role could explain the high requirements for these lipids in the plant cells.
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